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GRADE 6 SOCIAL SCIENCE
During their Social Science study on Democracy, our Grade 6 children learned
how to become responsible and involved democratic citizens through being
informed, acting and speaking out. They researched a public policy issue,
analysed the problem, developed strategies to improve the situation, and evaluated why these
strategies may or may not succeed. In addition to a written component, the children organised a
campaign to highlight the public policy issue by designing a campaign poster and presenting an oral to
convince their peers to join the cause. A fascinating array of public policy issues were chosen: Racism,
child labour, the banning of pit latrines in South African schools, the necessity for carbon neutral farms,
the abolishment of traditional tests and exams in schools, gender-based violence, the gender payment
divide, pollution, the hazards of Tik Tok, poverty, homelessness and xenophobia to name a few.

CODING
Congratulations to William Harpur who received his Coding
Certificate. Well done!

THANK YOU AND FAREWELL, CATHY!
Somerset House wishes to thank Miss Catherine Arendse for her 11 years
service at Oakwood. Cathy started as Kitchen Assistant / Cook at Oakwood in
2009 but has decided she would rather spend more time with her family and so
made the decision in September to retire early. Thank you Cathy for the many
days and many meals you lovingly prepared for so many little mouths over the
years. We will miss you and wish you all the best with your retirement.

JUNIOR PREP MEALS ARE BACK!
The new term brings new protocols as we phased in catering for the JP children
this past week. As per usual our children stepped up to the plate embracing the
changes with a smile. All sandwiches, fruit, lunch boxes, meals, salads, fruit, yoghurts and even the
tomato sauce are handled only by the catering staff using tongs and gloves minimising contact from
many hands. Our children file in socially distanced, are served the components they want and then file
outside to enjoy their picnic lunch, weather permitting. This certainly requires an all hands on deck
process from the kitchen staff during meal service while embracing the new normal. We look forward
to phasing in our SP children next week and Mrs Rautenbach has ensured there will be some firm
favourites to welcome them back.

SPOTTED!
Our resident owl is back, nesting, keeping a watchful eye over
everything as we start our final term of 2020.

SPRING THEME IN GRADE R
Grade R sprang into action this week when learning about
Spring and we took time to stop and smell the FLOWERS.
Some children took some time out in their gardens to note
the flowers growing so beautifully. It is brilliant to be back
at school with our friends and learning about Spring. We
were all proud of the beautiful flowers that we painted and
created with playdough. The range of playdough Arum
Lilies was quite special and there was a general buzz of
happiness in the air, to be back at school for our final 2020
term.

A SPECIAL POWERPOINT
Talitha Zunckel presented the class with a PowerPoint
presentation on how to take care of hamsters. This led to a
greater discussion on why it is important to first do proper
research before committing to the responsibility of owning a
pet. If pet owners are not educated they can easily cause
unnecessary harm to their pets without meaning to do so.

CAKE FOR BOOKS AND BISCUITS
When Mr Storey left Somerset House at the end of last
Term, a special cake was made for him. Mr Storey gifted
this cake to the Books and Biscuits project for the children
to enjoy - and boy, did they enjoy it!

GRADE 4 MATHS
Back to school has been measured carefully this week. In Maths, we
are measuring as much of the school as possible – even the school
“bakkie”. We have spent time in lessons learning how to measure
accurately. Now we will focus on applying our knowledge to measuring
tasks in the class and solving problems. Maths is always fun when it
makes sense and when it has real purpose in our lives.

GRADE 1 NEWS
The Grade 1s are back! They are loving wearing their school uniforms and sports wear again. I’m sure
their parents are too! The children have been working with their counters, revising filling the ten in
Mathematics, and doing listening exercises as well.

GRADE 3
We have had much excitement in our first week back! The Grade 3s are so happy to be back with their
friends and there were many holiday stories shared. They wrote down their holiday news for creative
writing and then shared it with the class. Some very descriptive stories and lots of giggles occurred!
They woke up their maths brains with some revision of concepts covered last term and tackled units of
measurement. They discussed the very informative presentation created by Talitha on how to look after
your hamster properly and concluded the week discussing Heritage day, what it means for South
Africans and looking at the different cultures we have within our classes. In Art they created some
Ndebele artworks. Despite the rain and wind, it was a great first week back!

JUNIOR PREP KNOWLEDGE CENTRE OPEN
The Grade 3s are very happy to be back in the JP Knowledge Centre reading to their hearts’ content.

DRAMA
In the Junior Primary Drama we are using the ‘Cool to be
me’, social and emotional program as a basis for our classes
dealing with different issues. This week the Grade 1, 2 and
3s explored what being truthful means. They created little
plays in small groups, the Senior Primary, Grade 4 and 5 are
learning about different genres, the Grade 6s are doing script
work, and Grade 7s workshopping their play which will be
held at the end of the term.

GRADE 2 NEWS
The Grade 2s have started the term with a bang: weekly
times tables and phonics, a new maths concept, starting
to join our letters in preparation for Grade 3 and we wrote
about our interesting holiday news. We are very excited to
be starting our new theme for the term ‘ A Road Trip
Through South Africa’. Talitha Zunckel also came to
answer questions and speak to us about taking
responsibility for our pets. Everyone looks so smart in their
school uniforms and its great being back at school!

GRADE 5 ORALS
Lights, camera, action… The Grade 5s were reporting live from
Somerset House today about the effects of climate change on
our beautiful Earth. From devastating hurricanes and longer
lasting droughts to extreme flooding, the Grade 5 news reporters
made it clear that unpredictable and extreme weather events are
on the rise. Some reporters delved into the effects of climate
change on our flora and fauna, highlighting the plight of polar
bears, bees and gorillas. SABC news, watch out! Our Grade 5s
are the reporters of the future.

SPORT
As we start Term 4, and still not having the correct
permissions to resume our regular Sports Timetable, the
Sports Department has had to relook at how we can best
offer an activity programme. We have redesigned the
timetable to offer safe social distancing sports skills. The
Mountain Biking Session has been moved to a Tuesday,
which allows those attending to still attend the Sports
Skills Sessions. On a Tuesday the girls are pit through a demanding Fitness Session and the Boys can
learn some new skills as well as brush up on some existing ones. On a
Thursday we swop and the Boys are put through the Fitness Sessions and
the Girls can learn some new skills as well as brush up on some existing
ones. The programme will last for two weeks and then we will look at
different sports skills. This week and next week it is Golf, Tennis and
Hockey. For many of them this was the first time they have held a golf club
and they were pleasantly surprised at how well they did. We encourage the
pupils to bring along their tennis racquets and hockey sticks to these
sessions. We have enough Golf Clubs, however, if a pupil wants to bring their own please limit it to a
9 Iron or a Pitching Wedge. It has been a great joy of mine to see the happy faces and enjoyment of
sport back at Somerset House, long may this last. When we receive the official permissions to resume
the regular sports timetable we will do so. Thanks for all the support. (SH Sports Department.)

GRADE 3 MUSIC
The Grade 3s are learning to play
simple songs on the xylophone.
They have started working on the
song 'Lean on Me'. We'll soon
have budding performers!

